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Two-pulse laser control for selective photofragment orientation
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Niels E. Henriksenb)

Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, DTU 207, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark
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The nuclear wave packet dynamics in the potential well of a bound molecule can be controlled by
an intense infrared~IR!-laser pulse. The phase of the nuclear wave packet motion is shown to
depend on the phase of the laser field and the initial orientation of the molecule. We demonstrate,
for diatomic heteronuclear molecules, that these spatial effects can be used to control the angular
distribution of photofragments by selective dissociation of molecules with a given initial orientation
from a sample of randomly oriented molecules. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!01131-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active control of unimolecular reactions, e.g., selecti
bond breaking of polyatomic molecules, is a major challen
in modern photochemistry.1 Many of the proposed scheme
are variants of pump–probe schemes,2 where wave packe
~WP! dynamics is initiated by a pump laser pulse and sub
quently probed by a second pulse. The timing of the pu
and control pulses determines the outcome of the photor
tion. Instead of being only an initiator, the pump pulse c
actively control the dynamics of the WP by forcing the m
tion of the WP. Then, the combined laser field and molecu
potential determines the WP evolution. We consider a tw
step control scheme of the latter kind which consists of~i!
preparation of a nonstationary vibrational WP with an
tense infrared~IR! laser pulse, and subsequently~ii ! bond
breaking, where a part of the WP is transferred to a n
dissociative electronic state by a short-pulse ultraviolet~UV!
laser pulse. The control scheme has been used in theore
studies of selective bond breaking of triatomic molecules3–5

The WP dynamics of a molecule in a bound state can
driven by an IR-laser field if the molecule possesses a dip
moment with a nonzero derivative.6 In the harmonic limit, an
IR-laser field in resonance with thev50˜v51 transition
(v IR5v0) will force the WP to oscillate with the frequenc
of the field v IR . The amplitude of the oscillations will be
proportional to the pulse area~electric field amplitude times
pulse length!. The width of the WP stays constant indepe
dent of the amplitude of the oscillations; thus, the moti
resembles classical motion. In the case of nearly harmo
potentials, the spread of the WP will be small, and only
large amplitude oscillations or after many oscillations w
the spread of the WP be large compared to the initial wid

The analytical model and the simulations to be presen
in this paper show that the dynamics of the nonstation
vibrational WP is sensitive to the phase of the laser field

a!Present address: 23 Holland Hill, #B1-11 Holland Peak, Singap
278739.

b!Electronic mail: neh@kemi.dtu.dk
3050021-9606/99/111(7)/3051/7/$15.00
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the initial orientation of the molecule. These spatial effe
imply some complications for the control scheme for sel
tive bond breaking,3–5 but also provide new possibilities fo
controlling the spatial distribution of photofragments, whi
is the main subject of the present paper. The orientatio
dependence of the IR-laser excitation is such that molec
oppositely oriented in space will oscillate phase shifted byp.
We use this spatial effect in a control scheme that ena
spatial separation of different photofragments. The con
scheme is sketched in Fig. 1 for a heteronuclear diatomicAB
molecule: ~i! an intense IR-laser pulse is applied on mo
ecules initially in the electronic ground-state potential we
thereby forcing the nearly harmonic oscillator,~ii ! depending
on the frequency of a second laser pulse, molecules
given internuclear separationRcontrol can be excited reso
nantly to a repulsive state, thereby selectively dissociat
the molecules atRcontrol. If the second laser pulse is short
than the optical cycle of the first laser pulse, only some of
oscillating molecules will passRcontrol during the second
pulse. Now, taking into account that molecules oriented
tially asAB or BA will oscillate out of phase,AB being at the
inner turning point whenBA reaches the outer turning poin
then if Rcontrol is at the outer turning point, onlyBA or AB
molecules will be dissociated depending on the timing of
control pulse relative to the IR-pump pulse. The cont
scheme is demonstrated by application to selective disso
tion of one particular orientation of NaI molecules in
sample of randomly oriented molecules.

In the present scheme, the angular distribution of pho
fragments is controlled via the timing of two laser pulse
Alternatively, quantum mechanical interference controll
by the relative phase of two laser fields has been use
achieve directional control. With two intense pulses, isoto
separation of HD1 has been demonstrated.7 Recently, a
scheme in the weak field limit, where the dissociation pro
ability depends on the relative phase has been proposed8

The present paper is organized as follows: The model
the numerical simulations is given in Sec. II A. Section II
summarizes the corresponding analytical result for a h

e

1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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3052 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 7, 15 August 1999 M. Machholm and N. E. Henriksen
monic potential. The second step in the control schem
described in Sec. II C. The results for spatial separation
Na and I in dissociation of NaI are presented in Sec. III.
the conclusion, we comment on the implications of the o
entational effect for the selective bond-breaking cont
scheme by Amstrup and Henriksen.3,4

II. HETERONUCLEAR DIATOMIC MOLECULE DRIVEN
BY AN INTENSE IR-LASER PULSE

A. Numerical simulations: One- and
three-dimensional models

We consider a 1D- and a 3D- model of a heteronucl
diatomic molecule in the electronic ground state. The m
ecule is driven by an intense IR-laser pulse. In the 3D mo
the wave function is expanded in spherical harmonics. T
laser light is linearly polarized, giving the selection ru
Dm50, when the laser polarization vector and the quanti
tion axis are parallel. Thus,m is conserved and each initialm
can be treated individually

Cm~R,t !5(
l

x l~R,t !Ylm~u,f!, ~1!

m50 in the following unless explicitly given. The Hamil
tonian consists of a field-free molecular term and an inter
tion IR term

Ĥ~R,t !5Ĥmol~R!1Ĥ IR~R,t !. ~2!

The first step in the control scheme involves only t
electronic ground state. In Sec. II C, the coupling to the fi
excited state involved in the control step will be included.
the 1D model, the IR-interaction term is

Ĥ IR~R,t !56mg~R!E~ t !cos~v IRt !, ~3!

FIG. 1. Control scheme for selective dissociation of heteronuclear diato
moleculesAB, initially oriented with either theA or theB atom towards the
detector, given by the angleu between the permanent dipole momentmW and
the electric field vectorEW . At t5tcontrol, oppositely oriented molecule
driven by the IR field will have the bond stretched~e.g.,u50) or shortened
~e.g.,u5p).
Downloaded 24 Jan 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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wheremg is the permanent dipole in the ground state. T
sign depends on the orientation of the molecule: the mi
sign describes the situation where the field and the dip
moment vector are pointing in the same direction (u50),
whereas the plus sign describes the situation where they
opposite directions (u5p). The orientation-dependent re
sponse can be simulated in the 1D model by two 1D cal
lations with opposite sign in the interaction term, Eq.~3!.

In several studies of photodissociation with intense
pulses, it has been shown that chirping of the laser field
enhance the vibrational excitation~see, e.g., Ref. 9!. How-
ever, we have investigated the effect of chirp, and found t
it is small and often not helpful in the present case char
terized by short laser pulses~,1 ps!, moderate number o
vibrational levels populated, and coherent motion of the W
Thus, we use a Fourier transform limited Gaussian pu
shape.

In the 3D-model, eachl basis state is coupled tol 61

Ĥ IR~R,t !5H IR~R,t !S 0 V0
1 0 0

V0
1 0 V1

2
¯ 0

0 V1
2 0 0

] � Vl
l 11

0 0 0 Vl
l 11 0

�

D ,

~4!

where

Vl
l 115A~ l 1m11!~ l 2m11!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
,

~5!
H IR~R,t !5mg~R!E~ t !cos~v IRt !.

The potential energy term inĤmol(R) is a diagonal ma-
trix with the elements

Vmol,g
l ~R!5Vg~R!1

\2

2M

l ~ l 11!

R2 , ~6!

whereM is the reduced mass.
The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is propagate

with a split-operator method, where the kinetic energy ope
tor is evaluated via a fast Fourier transform~FFT!. The po-
tential energy term and the interaction term of the short-ti
propagator are split further to avoid numerical diagonali
tion at each time-step andR-grid point10

expS 2 i ~V̂mol1Ĥ IR!
dt

\ D
5expS 2 iV̂mol

dt

2\ DU† expS 2 iĤ IR

dt

\ DU

3expS 2 iV̂mol

dt

2\ D , ~7!

whereU is a unitary transformation matrix that diagonaliz
Ĥ IR . U is determined numerically only once, because
matrix in Eq. ~4! is the same at all time steps andR-grid
points.
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3053J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 7, 15 August 1999 Two-pulse laser control
We follow the WP dynamics by calculating the expec
tion value of R, ^R&, and the standard deviation:DR
5A^R2&2^R&2 as a function of time. In the 3D model,^R&
andDR are calculated foru50 andp, whereu is the angle
between the internuclear axis and the polarization vecto
the field. We also consider the normalized value:^R&norm

5(^R&2Re)/DR, which gives the displacement of the W
relative to the equilibrium position in units of the width o
the wave packet.

B. Analytical model for a harmonic potential

A harmonic potential is a good approximation for th
molecular ground-state potential around the equilibrium
sition. In the harmonic limit and in one dimension, the W
dynamics can be found analytically~see the Appendix!. For
a resonant IR-field@v IR5v0 in Eq. ~3!#, we have

^R2Re&}6
mg8~Re!EmaxTFWHM

v0M
sin~v0t !, ~8!

wheremg8(Re) is the derivative of the dipole moment at th
equilibrium bond length,Re . The amplitude of the oscilla
tion is proportional to the pulse areaEmaxTFWHM , where
TFWHM is the full width half maximum of the intensity puls
shapeI (t)}E(t)2. From Eq.~8!, we observe that the phas
of the oscillations depends on the initial orientation of t
permanent dipole moment of the molecule. The con
scheme proposed in this work uses this orientation dep
dence.

C. Selective dissociation of molecules with a given
orientation

Orientation-dependent WP oscillations induced by
IR pulse allow us to control the spatial photofragment dis
bution in a subsequent dissociation via an excited state
delayed short UV-laser pulse excites the molecules havin
bond length aroundRcontrol to a dissociative electronic state
The WP is propagated on the coupled ground and exc
states. In 1D, the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ~R,t !5S Hg~R!1H IR,g~R,t ! HUV~R,t !

HUV~R,t ! He~R!1H IR,e~R,t ! D . ~9!

The excited electronic state has an IR-interaction term s
lar to Eq.~3!. HUV is similar to Eq.~3! with the permanent
dipole moment replaced by the transition dipole moment
the g˜e transition and with the frequency and pulse sha
of the UV-laser field. In 3D, the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ~R,t !

5S Ĥmol,g~R!1Ĥ IR,g~R,t ! ĤUV~R,t !

ĤUV~R,t ! Ĥmol,e~R!1Ĥ IR,e~R,t !
D ,

~10!

whereĤ IR,g and Ĥ IR,e are given by Eq.~4! with the perma-
nent dipole moment of the relevant state.ĤUV is similar,
with the transition dipole moment instead ofmg . The poten-
tial energy terms inĤmol,g and Ĥmol,e have only diagonal
elements, given in the form of Eq.~6!.
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We calculate probabilities for excitation to the excite
state as a function of time delay between the pulses
investigate the dependence on the initial orientation.

III. APPLICATION TO NaI

The spacing of the ground-state vibrational levels of N
is \v0'280 cm21, giving a vibrational period of 119 fs. The
potentials are taken from Ref. 11. TheR-dependence of the
difference potential between the ground and the first exc
electronic state of NaI is shown in Fig. 2. The excited state
a predissociating state. Due to the spectral width of the s
control pulse, the excitation region is spread out arou
Rcontrol depending on the slope of the difference potent
The spectral width of a 20 fs Fourier transform limite
Gaussian pulse (\Dv'735 cm21) and the corresponding
excitation region are sketched in the figure. To obtain go
selectivity, we chooseRcontrol.Re11.5DR; thus, a UV con-
trol pulse with wave length.315 nm is needed.

In the 1D model, we consider the orientation of N
corresponding tou50 as well asu5p. In the full 3D de-
scription, we assume, unless the rotational quantum num
is explicitly specified in the following, that initially NaI is in
the rotational ground state (l 50) corresponding to a~coher-
ent! superposition of randomly oriented molecules. The n
merical simulations are fully converged when the rotatio
levels l< l initial120 are included. Forl initial50, the l 50 and
l 51 levels have the main population at the end of the
pulse. For l initial.0, the population of l 5 l initial61 are
equally important.

A. Ground-state wave packet dynamics

In Fig. 3, we show that a well-localized oscillating W
can easily be created, e.g., a 714 fs-long resonant IR-l
pulse withI max553109 W/cm2 can drive oscillations of the
WP with an amplitude'3 times the standard deviation o

FIG. 2. Difference potential between the ground and first excited-state e
tronic potentials of NaI. The WP in the electronic ground state is forced
oscillate with an amplitude about the width of the WP. The dashed cu
shows the WP at the outer turning point, and the dotted quadrangle indic
the spectral width of a 20 fs pulse and the corresponding excitation re
for the control step.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the position.^R& oscillates with the frequency of the las
field. The spread of the WP is small, and^R&norm and^R& are
proportional except for the highest laser intensities stud
~result not shown!. When the amplitude of the WP oscilla
tions is not too large (,5DR), it is proportional toI max

1/2 and
to Emax ~the electromagnetic field amplitude at the peak
the IR-laser pulse!. For larger amplitude of the oscillations
the anharmonicity of the molecular potential becomes imp
tant, and thus the maximum amplitude increases more slo
than I max

1/2 for large laser intensities.
The analytical model for the interaction with the I

pulse predicted an orientation-dependent phase of the
oscillations. This effect is indeed seen in the numerical
sults. The molecules aligned with the laser polarization v
tor but with opposite orientation reach the minimum a
maximum bond length at the same time. The bond length^R&
at u50 andu5p is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Also, the WP illus-
trates this result~Fig. 4!. The WP obtained in a 3D calcula
tion is plotted as a function ofR andu. The WP is plotted at
a time where the opposite-oriented molecules reach the m
mum and maximum bond length. Molecules oriented perp
dicular to the polarization vector stay vibrationally une
cited.

We have also performed numerical simulation with
harmonic potential adjusted to the parameters of the NaI
tential. These results compare very well to the previous o
The main difference is that the oscillations in the harmo
potential are symmetric aroundRe , whereas in the slightly
anharmonic potential the molecular bond is stretched ab
10% more than it is compressed. The width of the WP st
constant in the 3D harmonic potential calculation, appare
only limited by the numerical precision@notice the factor 10

FIG. 3. The expectation value of the bond length as a function of t
depending on the initial orientation of the molecule. The phase of the o
lations depends on the direction of the permanent dipole moment.\v
5280 cm21, I IR553109 W/cm2, FWHM: 6 optical cycles5714 fs. The
pulse shape plotted is that of theE-field. 3D calculations.~a! NaI potential,
~b! harmonic potential with similar parameters.
Downloaded 24 Jan 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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difference for they-axis scales in Fig. 3~b!#. This finding is
in agreement with the prediction of the 1D analytical mod
We have compared the full 3D results to the 1D results
u50 andu5p. The bond length and WP width are in pe
fect agreement. In Fig. 3, the 3D results are shown, but s
lar 1D results cannot be distinguished. The good agreem
between the 1D- and the 3D-calculations allows us to mo
the full three-dimensional WP dynamics with a set of 1
calculations where the orientation of the molecular axis w
respect to the field polarization vector is incorporated in
IR-interaction term.

Finally, we consider the effect of rotation. The abo
results are obtained with the rotational ground state as
initial state. In an experiment, a molecular beam produced
supersonic expansion will be rotationally cold, but with
finite rotational temperature, typicallyT,10 K. At 5 K, the
l 53 and at 10 K thel 55 state is the most populated leve
and more than 90% of the population is inl<7 and l<10,
respectively. We have performed calculations withl 53, l
55, and l 510 as initial states. In Fig. 5, we shoŵR
2Re&l as a function of angleu at a maximum of̂ R&. For
initial l 50, the data shown are obtained directly from o
3D calculation. For initiall .0, severalm-states contribute,
and the curve is a weighted sum of all them-states

^R2Re& l~u,t !5
Sm^R2Re& lm~u,t !normlm~u,t !

Sm normlm~u,t !
, ~11!

wherel indicates the initiall-state and

e
il-

FIG. 4. The wave packet as a function ofR and molecular axis orientation
in the 3D calculation of Fig. 3~a!, t5990 fs.

FIG. 5. The dependence on initial rotational level.^R2Re& l(u,t5990 fs)
for different initial l. Laser parameters as in Fig. 3.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3055J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 7, 15 August 1999 Two-pulse laser control
normlm~u,t !5E
Rmin

Rmax
Cm* ~R,u,t !Cm~R,u,t !dR. ~12!

Figure 5 shows that the response to the IR field is v
similar for all initial l considered. The curves forl 50 and
l 53 nearly coincide, and only forl 510 is the amplitude of
the WP oscillations smaller~'10%!. Therefore, we conclude
that for T,10 K the rotation:~i! does not decrease the am
plitude of the driven oscillations,~ii ! does not change th
angular dependence of the IR response, and~iii ! will not
affect the spatial control demonstrated in the next sect
Even the width of the fragment distribution should not
changed, because the rotational period~'100 ps! is much
longer than the duration of the control experiment~'1 ps!.

B. Controlling the spatial distribution of
photofragments

We now include the control pulse. We calculate t
probability for excitation to the dissociative state as a fu
tion of the angleu between the laser field polarization vect
and the molecular axis,P(u). In the 1D calculations, only
P(u50) andP(u5p) is determined. The selectivity of th
photofragment orientation is quantified by

D5
P~u50!2P~u5p!

P~u50!1P~u5p!
, ~13!

which is in the range from21 @when P(u50)50] to 1
@whenP(u5p)50]. We also consider the total dissociatio
probability, in the 1D case given byP(u50)1P(u5p).

We first consider the dependence on the frequency of
UV control pulse ~Fig. 6!. For a short control pulse
(TFWHM,UV'17 fs) centered around a maximum of^R& for
u50, we see a clear increase in the selectivity asRcontrol is
varied from 2.67 Å (\vUV534 400 cm21) to 2.89 Å
(\vUV528 800 cm21). The total dissociation probability de
creases for the same variation ofRcontrol; thus, the optimum
choice ofvUV is a compromise between high selectivity a
the number of photofragments. Also, the amplitude of
WP oscillations in the ground-state potential well is impo
tant for the selectivity. We find that a very high selectivi
(D.0.996) can be obtained for reasonable parame
of the IR and UV fields: I IR553109 W/cm2, TFWHM,IR

5714 fs, I UV51012W/cm2, TFWHM,UV517 fs, and \vUV

530 500 cm21. The total excitation probability is thenP(u
50)1P(u5p)50.044.

FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of the selectivity parameterD and the total
excitation probabilityP(u50)1P(u5p) for transition to the excited state
1D calculation.Tpeak,UV51015 fs, I UV51012 W/cm2, andTFWHM,UV517 fs.
Downloaded 24 Jan 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The timing and the length of the UV control pulse wi
respect to the oscillation of the IR field is important for th
selectivity ~Fig. 7!. By changing the timing of the contro
pulse, we can alter the direction of the Na and I photofra
ments. When the control pulse length is increased, the se
tivity D decreases. When the pulse length becomes la
than the IR field period, the selectivity disappears.

The orientation-dependent excitation probability o
tained in a 3D calculation is shown in Fig. 8. The angu
dependence of the fragment distributionP(u) is obtained by
integrating the excited state WP overR. The normalization
of the ground-state WP is taken into account. We see tha
fragment distribution is very narrow aroundu50. Thus, Na
fragments show up only in the forward hemisphere, an
fragments only in the backward hemisphere. Without the
field, the distribution should be proportional to cos2 u. When
the excitation is not saturated (I ,1013W/cm2), the fragment
distribution aroundu50 is proportional toucos4 uu. When
decreasingI, the angular distribution becomes slightly mo
narrow, but never better than}ucos5 uu. The total excitation
probability stays small in the 3D calculations. With the las
parameters of Fig. 8, the total excitation probability
0.0043. By increasingI UV to 531012W/cm2, we get 0.0167
without destroying the selectivity or the angular distributio

Finally, we compare the selectivity~D! found in the 1D
and 3D calculations. They agree well, with a slightly bet
selectivity in the 3D calculations. For example, we find
1D: D50.9961 and in 3D:D50.9983 with the laser param
eters as in Fig. 8. In the 3D calculation, we can take in

FIG. 7. Delay timeTpeak,UV dependence ofD compared to the bond length
^R& of the ground-state molecules. 1D calculation.vUV530 507 cm21 and
I UV51012 W/cm2.

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the probability for transition to the exci
state, P(u) for vUV530 507 cm21, Tpeak,UV51015 fs, TFWHM,UV517 fs,
I IR553109 W/cm2, andI UV51012 W/cm2. 3D calculation.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3056 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 7, 15 August 1999 M. Machholm and N. E. Henriksen
account all fragments in the two hemispheres, such
P(u50) andP(u5p) in Eq. ~13! are replaced by the tota
dissociation probabilities into the forward and backwa
hemispheres, respectively. Then, the selectivity decrease
D integral50.9969, still above the value found in 1D.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied vibrational wave packet dynam
driven by an intense infrared laser pulse in heteronuc
diatomic molecules. The analytical model and the numer
results presented in this paper show that the dynamics o
vibrational wave packet depends on the phase of the l
field as well as the initial orientation of the molecule.

We have suggested a new two-pulse scheme for the
trol of the spatial distribution of photofragments. The sche
is based on the orientational dependence of wave packe
namics driven by an infrared laser pulse. Thus, the vib
tional wave packets in the two hemispheres of a rando
oriented molecule are out of phase. Depending on the
quency of the ultraviolet control pulse, one can resonan
excite wave packets at a given position to a repulsive st
Since the wave packet position depends on the orienta
this implies that selective dissociation of one of two opp
sitely oriented molecules can be obtained. In order to ob
the desired selectivity, the ultraviolet control pulse must
shorter than one half of a vibrational period. In addition
judicious balance between the spectral width~or, equiva-
lently, the duration! of the ultraviolet pulse and the potenti
difference is required. Thus, if the pulse is too short,
selectivity will be lost.

The control scheme was applied to NaI. The full thre
dimensional results show that with a proper timing of t
control pulse, one particular fragment~e.g., only I atoms!
will show up at the detector when it is positioned, say, in
forward direction with respect to the polarization axis of t
pump laser. In addition, the angular distribution is stron
aligned}cos4 u, due to the two independent excitations
the pump and the control step. We found very high selec
ity for reasonable parameters of the pump and the con
pulse.

Finally, some comments on the implications for the co
trol scheme for selective bond breaking3–5 described in the
Introduction. In the computational studies presented pre
ously, we studied symmetric triatomic~ABA! molecules with
isotope substitutions. The infrared pump pulse excites,
pending on the Hamiltonian, either a local bond mode or
antisymmetric stretch mode. We assumed a fixed orienta
of the molecules with respect to the polarization of the la
field. Thus, the molecules have beenorientedby an appro-
priate method prior to the application of the control schem
The results of the present paper demonstrate clearly tha
scheme can fail if the molecule is randomly oriented. C
rently, we consider the extension of the scheme to molec
which initially are randomly oriented. To that end, we ha
demonstrated12 how the orientation-dependent response o
molecule to a superposition of two infrared pump pulses
be used to obtain large oscillations for one orientation, wh
the vibrational amplitude for the opposite orientation rema
small.
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APPENDIX: VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION IN A
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

We consider the interaction of a one-dimensional h
monic oscillator with a classical field within the electric d
pole approximation for the interaction. The Hamiltonia
takes the form

Ĥ52
\2

2M

]2

]q2 1
1

2
Mv0

2q26m~R!E~ t !, ~A1!

where q5(R2Re). The minus sign in the last term de
scribes the situation where the field and the dipole mom
vector are pointing in the same direction, whereas the p
sign describes the situation where they have opposite di
tions. The electric dipole moment is expanded to first or
around the equilibrium positionRe ,

m~R!5m~Re!1m8~Re!q1¯, ~A2!

The Hamiltonian corresponds to a linearly forced harmo
oscillator.

The complete solution to the time-dependent Sch¨-
dinger equation can be expressed in terms of the solution
the corresponding classical equations of motion.13 A com-
plete set of solutions to time-dependent at most harmo
potentials is given by the generalized harmonic oscilla
~GHO! states

fn~q,t !5~2nn! !21/2G~q,t !Hn@k t~q2qt!#e
2 inb t, ~A3!

whereG(q,t) is a Gaussian wave packet

G~q,t !5expH i

\
@a t~q2qt!

21pt~q2qt!1g t#J , ~A4!

Hn is thenth Hermite polynomial, and

k t5~2 Ima t /\!1/2,

b t5
2

M E
0

t

dt8 Im a t8 . ~A5!

The qt andpt parameters are the expectation values of po
tion and momentum

^fn~ t !uq̂ufn~ t !&5qt ,

^fn~ t !u p̂ufn~ t !&5pt . ~A6!

In the following, we consider the dynamics of the GH
states with initial conditions corresponding to the station
states of the free unforced oscillator. Thus,q05p050 and
a05 iM v0/2. This choice fora0 implies thata t5a0

13 and
consequently that the uncertainties in position and mom
tum are time-independent. Thus, all the GHO states@includ-
ing the Gaussianf0(q,t)5G(q,t)]] are coherent states in
the sense that the uncertainty is constant.

The time evolution of the expectation values of positi
and momentum is given by Hamiltons equations,

dqt /dt5pt /M ,

~A7!
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dpt /dt52Mv0
2qt6m8~Re!E~ t !,

which implies that

d2qt /dt21v0
2qt56

m8~Re!E~ t !

M
, ~A8!

and the initial values areq05p050. The solution can be
written in the form

qt56
m8~Re!

Mv0
sin~v0t !E

0

t

E~ t8!cos~v0t8!dt8

7
m8~Re!

Mv0
cos~v0t !E

0

t

E~ t8!sin~v0t8!dt8. ~A9!

Thus,qt changes sign when the direction of the dipole m
ment vectorm is reversed. In addition, we observe that for
superposition of fields, sayE(t)5E(1)(t)1E(2)(t), thenqt

5qt
(1)1qt

(2) , i.e., a simple classical superposition corr
sponding to the effect of each field without interferen
terms.

For a rectangular pulse shape

E~ t !5H 0 t,0

Emaxcos~vt1f! t.0,
~A10!

we get

qt56
2Av0

v0
22v2 $cos~vt1f!

1~v/v0!sinf sin~v0t !2cosf cos~v0t !%, ~A11!

whereA5m8(Re)Emax/(2v0M) and has the units of velocity
In the limit of a resonantly forced oscillator,v˜v0 , we
obtain forf50

qt56At sin~v0t !,
~A12!

pt56AM$sin~v0t !1v0t cos~v0t !%.

Thus, a simple forced motion. Forf53p/2, the oscillator is
driven by a pure sine field. In the resonant limit, we obta

qt56A$sin~v0t !/v02t cos~v0t !%,

pt56AMv0t sin~v0t !. ~A13!

Thus, the phase of the field is important. Theqt oscilla-
tions are delayed with respect to the field by a phase fa
p/2. The change of sign in Eq.~A9! for opposite orientation
of field and dipole moment vector can be simulated by
change of the field phase byp.

Finally, we consider a field with a Gaussian pulse sha
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e

E~ t !5Emaxexp$2a~ t2tc!
2%cos~vt !, ~A14!

wherea5(2 ln 2)/TFWHM
2 and TFWHM is the full width half

maximum of the intensity pulse shape. The center of
pulsetc is chosen such thatE(t);0 for t,0. Fort˜`, i.e.,
after the pulse is over, Eq.~A9! takes the form

qt56A~p/~2 ln 2!!1/2TFWHM@ I 1 sin~v0t !2I 2 cos~v0t !#,

~A15!

where

I 15cos$~v01v!tc%exp$2~v01v!2/~4a!%

1cos$~v02v!tc%exp$2~v02v!2/~4a!%,

I 25sin$~v01v!tc%exp$2~v01v!2/~4a!%

1sin$~v02v!tc%exp$2~v02v!2/~4a!%. ~A16!

At resonancev5v0 and in the limit of long pulses,
v0

2@a, we obtain

qt56A~p/~2 ln 2!!1/2TFWHM sin~v0t !. ~A17!

The result is now independent oftc .
In the resonant case, the amplitude is proportional to

pulse area (}EmaxTFWHM) both for the rectangular and th
Gaussian pulse shape. In the case of nonresonant forcing
amplitude depends onA and a resonance criterion:v0 /(v0

2

2v2).
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